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Reviews classic and contemporary theories of conflict, focusing on five main ways people try to resolve their conflicts—coercion, negotiation, adjudication, mediation, and arbitration. "The resolution of conflict in our society promises to become a major professional specialization as the democratization process continues to bring onto the stage of history the needs and interests of formerly suppressed groups. The need for first rate research and thought in this burgeoning area of specialization is great. Schellenberg brings the process of conflict resolution into a wide range of everyday realities so that the reader may become freshly cognizant of the many areas of social life to which the process is relevant and useful. This for many will be an awakening." -- Seth Fisher, University of California, Santa Barbara

Broadly defining "conflict resolution," James A. Schellenberg gives systematic coverage to five main ways people may try to resolve their conflicts: coercion, negotiation, adjudication, mediation, and arbitration. The main theories of conflict, both classic and contemporary, are reviewed under four main categories: individual characteristics theories, social process theories, social structural theories, and formal theories. "This book is absolutely fascinating. There are many books on conflict resolution, but none, that I know of, take the author's omnibus review approach of formal theory, experiments, qualitative research, classical social theory, etc. The author manages to blend many varieties of theory and research into a seemingly seamless whole that genuinely illuminates an otherwise overwhelmingly large field of inquiry." -- Stjepan Mestrovic, Texas A&M University
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Customer Reviews
This book is great for people interested in Philosophy, or for Behavioral Science Majors. Contains readings from Freud etc. For whatever reason my professor didn't teach much on it, but I read it on my own and enjoyed it.

Primary focus seems to be on the history of studying conflicts and resolution. Possibly mildly interesting to the psycho student who wants some names to drop in front of the faculty I suppose, but mostly devoid of useful techniques and concepts.

Needed it for a college course. Now I teach from it.

Great book. If you are interested in learning different theories of conflict and the role that these theories play in everyday conflict and conflict resolution, you have to purchase this book!

Thanks for saving me $$ on a textbook!
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